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Introducing the International Best-Selling Books – Fighting Envy and Fighting Wrath. This limited edition
box set with bonus content will be on sale for .99 for a short time. FIGHTING ENVY - Some people get a
tattoo - a piece of art that enhances or reveals something about them that they like. Other people, like me, are
branded by something - actions or words.
"No one will ever love you, Rowan, you're not worthy." Those are the words that created my blemish, my
scar, my mark upon my soul. They were words whispered by the woman who should have loved me most.
But in the darkest moment of my life, one where I stood abandoned and alone, one man proved to me that she
was wrong. When I desperately needed someone, MMA fighter Jackson Stone crashed into my life.
He wasn't the one who should have been there, but he was exactly the person I needed He believed that only
fools live in the past. He showed me that a real relationship is full of dreams, faith, trust and passion. He
taught me that love is worth fighting for - even when it's unexpected and more of a collision of hearts and
souls. He proved that the wrong man at the right moment can heal everything. FIGHTING WRATH - They
say that holding onto anger is like drinking poison and expecting the other person to die. I hold onto it

anyway, letting it consume me, as it slowly devours everything I am. I fight to hide my ugliness from the
world. Until I meet her. She’s a soothing balm to what ails me, softening the anger that roars within.
Unknowingly, she’s healing what’s broken and I’m determined to keep her - to make her mine. But what
happens when she sees the monster that lies beneath? Will she stand by me? And what about the whispers that
taunt my mind, telling me that she’s hiding secrets of her own? Can love be built on lies, or will the embers of
our secrets burst into flames, consuming us both in the end? Contains a bonus excerpt from FIGHTING LUST
– COMING SOON!! *Due to language and sexual situations, books are recommended for ages 18+. Books do
not end in a cliffhanger and contain a HEA. Mild violence that may be upsetting to some.*

